THE NORDIC NATIONS BROCHURE

The Nordic nations include:
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, and Iceland.

- You will be researching and creating a brochure that represents each of 5 Nordic Countries.
- Each brochure section should include information from each of the following categories:

  1. Countries’ Name
  2. Countries’ Flag (DRAW THIS!)
  3. Type of Government
  4. Climate
  5. Landscape/Terrain
  6. Ethnic Groups
  7. Religion
  8. Economy (imports/exports) {commodities}
  9. Population
  10. Language

Utilize these resources

Red Textbook:
Chapter 6, Section 4 (text 188-191), the Regional Atlas (text 122-125), or the World Data Bank (text 638-647)

Green Textbook:
Stats & Flags (text 280-281), Physical Geography (text 332-337), History & Today (text 344-348)

Online research:

***When you have completed all of the information, you should decorate the cover with illustrations that show what you learned about the Nordic Nations.